
Quick and easy 
custom transformers



§ Idea, check it needs to be made.
§ Research, test to understand inputs.
§ Generate script for IDW process in python.
§ Plug it together, test it works.
§ Package into custom transformer.
§ Name ports, set up input parameters, 

attribute handling to be dynamic. 
Unmatched Inputs. Filter Suppliers. Version 
compatibility?

§ Retest, tweak input parameters, retest.
§ Name, title, description, export.

Steps Overview
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§ Want to estimate the value at a point 
based on its relative distance to points 
with known values

§ Inverse Distance Weighting

§ Doesn’t appear to exist yet?
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Interpolation



§ Set up four points with values, and a 
fifth to be determined.

§ Format to be passed to python?
§ Target point has a list containing the 

values, and the distances to each 
value.

§ Values array
§ Distances array

Test Scenario
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§ Introduced FME 2023
§ Request -> Response, 

generate code
§ Shop around other services 

and could get different 
(better) responses.

§ Either way, still requires a 
little work to use the code 
in FME – this just gives you 
the key part.
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Generate Code



§ Test value interpolates as 
13.67

§ Seems correct. Try with 
more points!

Testing
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§ Grid of points, view the 
interpolated value in 3D.

§ Something weird is happening 
at the corners where the 
nearest point is zero distance.

§ Code was excepting out 
distances that were zero, when 
instead we want to pick that 
value.

§ Risk of Generated Code!
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Testing



§ Grid of points, view the 
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at the corners where the 
nearest point is zero distance.
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§ We know that the NeighbourFinder list will always be 
sorted by distance ascending, can simplify the function to 
this to handle these zeros.

Testing



Create Custom 
Transformer
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§ Job done!



§ Idea, check it needs to be made.
§ Research, test to understand inputs.
§ Generate script for IDW process in python.
§ Plug it together, test it works.
§ Package into custom transformer.
§ Name ports, set up input parameters, 

attribute handling to be dynamic. 
Unmatched Inputs. Filter Suppliers. Version 
compatibility?

§ Retest, tweak input parameters, retest.
§ Name, title, description, export.

Steps Overview
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§ Attribute Parameters

§ Other Parameters

§ Ports
§ Termination

§ Metadata
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Tweaks/Finalisation 



§ Attribute Parameters

§ Other Parameters

§ Ports
§ Termination

§ Metadata
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Tweaks/Finalisation 



§ Input is one feature with list 
attribute from NeighbourFinder

§ Copy in generated code snippet, 
checking handling for zero

§ Added power parameter
§ Get Attribute, Set Attribute.
§ Output is one feature with an 

interpolated value
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Generate Code II



§ Attribute Parameters

§ Other Parameters

§ Ports
§ Termination

§ Metadata
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Tweaks/Finalisation 



§ Idea, check it needs to be made.
§ Research, test to understand inputs.
§ Generate script for IDW process in python.
§ Plug it together, test it works.
§ Package into custom transformer.
§ Name ports, set up input parameters, 

attribute handling to be dynamic. 
Unmatched Inputs. Filter Suppliers. Version 
compatibility?

§ Retest, tweak input parameters, retest.
§ Name, title, description, export.

Steps Overview
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Questions?



Auckland
Level 1/70 Shortland Street
Auckland 1010
Aotearoa New Zealand

Wellington
Level 1/119-123 Featherston Street 
Wellington 6011
Aotearoa New Zealand

Christchurch
Level 1/137 Victoria Street
PO Box 36446, Merivale
Christchurch 8146
Aotearoa New Zealand

hello@abley.com
+64 3 377 4703
abley.com
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